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A. Introduction: 

A non-union employer may have a contract with its employees that states “All employment 

disputes shall be heard by an arbitrator and not by a court of law.”  This means that if an 

employee is discharged and s/he believes it was in violation of a state or federal law (or an 

employment policy) the employee must use arbitration (not litigation) to resolve the dispute. 

 

B. Typically the process would be as follows: 

 

Employee Violates Company Rule 

 

 

 

Employer Conducts Investigation or Contacts the Police if it is a Criminal Matter 

 

 

 

 Employer Terminates Employee (If such action is deemed appropriate) 

 

   

  

If the employee disputes the discharge s/he must use the arbitration 

process set out in the employment handbook.  
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C. Workbook Problem: 

1. Introduction. A notorious employment situation that continues to make headlines is the Penn 

State University matter involving the sexual molestation of young boys by an assistant football 

coach.  Unfortunately, there was not an investigation by the police in tandem with the 

university.  As a consequence it took years to stop the coach and his criminal acitivity. 

2.  Freeh Report: According to Judge Freeh, the man who was hired by Penn State to investigate 

the matter, here is what happened: 

 The coach molested and raped children repeatedly on the campus of Penn State and at 

other Penn State functions. 

 A graduate student witnessed the molestation of a young boy by an assistant coach and 

reported it to the Head Coach (Paterno). 

 Four top officials at Penn State decided that it would be “bad publicity” to report the 

incident to anyone. 

 The assistant coach was allowed to continue molesting young boys for years on the 

Penn State Campus. 

 The coach was found guilty in a criminal case and he has gone to jail.  The university and 

various administrators are being sued by the victims. 

 Freeh and his committee looked at millions of e-mails. (Think E-Discovery) 

 Freeh and his committee also met with numerous witnesses.  One of the witnesses was 

a janitor who saw the rape of a young boy by the assistant coach.  Unfortunately, the 

janitor was too afraid to come forward at the time.  He was sure he would be fired by 

his employer. 
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3.  What Should Penn State Have Done in This Situation? 

 

4.  What if the coach has a non-union arbitration clause in his contract? 

 Many times non-union employees (i.e., coaches) have arbitration clauses in their contracts. Yet these 

clauses do not supersede the obligation to call the police.  Employers who fail to call the police and try 

to either investigate the matter themselves or cover the situation up are at serious risk of civil and 

criminal liability. 

The employer has an obligation not to do anything to impede the criminal investigation by the police.  

The police are primarily responsible for the criminal investigation and therefore may tell the employer 

what to do or not do.  For instance the police may tell the employer to: 

-  Put a legal hold on all e-mails and other electronically stored information (ESI) that may be 

related to the investigation. 

- Not question anyone until after the police have questioned all persons involved and 

concluded their criminal investigation. 

- Provide electronic information such as data from video cameras, data stored from RFID and 

GPS services, cell phone records, etc. 

 

[Eventually the employer will be able to obtain the police report.  The employer may also have its 

attorney work with the police.  If the employer’s attorney thinks a warrant or subpoena is necessary 

s/he may notify the police.] 

Report of Rape 

Call Police 

Suspend Asst. Coach Pending Criminal Investigaton 
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5. YOUTUBE to WATCH: 

The following YouTube is the press conference after the completion of the Penn State investigation by 

the Judge Freeh Committee.  The video is an excellent learning tool. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EVcZo15-jOM 

 

 

6.  Questions to Answer: 

While watching the YouTube ask yourself the following questions: 

a. Why do you think Judge Freeh is giving a press conference at this time? (The assistant coach is 

in prison and the head coach is dead.) 

b. State briefly what Judge Freeh has determined happened (the basic facts) at Penn State. 

c. Who are the specific people Judge Freeh thinks are most responsible in this situation? 

d. What is the fiduciary duty that was breeched in this situation regarding the board of trustees 

and the Penn State administration? 

e. How many e-mails were reviewed?  Why? 

f. How many persons were questioned by Judge Freeh and his committee? 

g. What federal law does Judge Freeh claim Penn State has violated? 

h. Judge Freeh’s client is Penn State yet he has publicly stated that Penn State is in the wrong. 

How can he do that? Isn’t there a conflict for an attorney?  It seems like this report will make it 

easier for the victims to sue Penn State. What do you think? 

i. If the assistant coach had an arbitration clause in his contract will he ever go before an 

arbitrator?  Explain your answer. 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EVcZo15-jOM

